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The strike at Central Foundation Girls School is beginning
to have an effect. School management are showing signs
of shifting. They have backtracked from cutting support
staff pay this year.
This has only happened because of the united action taken

by members of the NUT and Unison. However, management
have made it clear that they think they will have to cut pay
next year. All they have done so far is delay what they con-
sider to be the inevitable for a while. Any proposed changes
are unlikely be enough to stop further action, as all staff have
pledged to fight on against compulsory redundancies, cuts in
pay, and increased workload altogether.
The strike is a breath of fresh air blowing through the local

labour movement, which has been demoralised by the failure
of national union leaderships to fight the most serious attacks
on the working class since the miners’ strike in the 1980s:
those by the millionaire Tory government on our NHS and
pensions.
What are the lessons to be learned from the CFGS dispute so

far?
Unity: The NUT and Unison have worked together and pre-

vented management from dividing them by using different
tactics, holding separate staff meetings and offering different
solutions for teachers and support staff.

Organisation: From the start of the dispute, both unions
held regular joint meetings, ensured the use of a strike fund
and produced a strike bulletin for all the staff in the school. No
member of staff is uninformed about the dispute or uncertain
as to how they can get involved.

Democracy:All decisions made in relation to the next steps
in the dispute have been made by the members themselves
and on the basis of regular votes. The reps have provided
leadership, but it is not the stifling, top-down version pro-
vided by the national executives of our unions. It is a demo-
cratic and accountable leadership which enables workers at
the thick of the dispute to discuss openly the options available
to them and to make majority decisions based on honest as-
sessments.

Boldness: The attitude of the workers in the school, so led,
has been breathtakingly bold and angry at the assumption by
management that they know what’s best for the school and
the community they serve, and that only they can decide what
happens. The attitude throughout has been: why would we
agree to lie down and do nothing when you are cutting our
pay and jobs? Why would we allow you to do this to us with-
out a fight? Why do you think we would agree to pay with
our livelihoods for a budget crisis that is not of our making?

There is no reason why we should.
We must not take any responsibility for the crisis — whether

local or national. When governments need to find cash to re-
solve a crisis that they want resolved they can.
The government found £1.5bn in February this year to pay

off PFI bills in the NHS because they knew it would be too
damaging if the NHS crumbled too quickly. In Tower Hamlets
in 1998, the Rotherhithe Tunnel was closed for maintenance
works by Tower Hamlets council. The works were likely to be
shut through Christmas, affecting the takings of the shops in
Docklands and Canary Wharf. The businesses pooled together
and paid up £100k to get the work done. When bosses and the
rich need the money, it’s there. They just choose not to spend
it on us, and then try to tell us there isn’t any. This is nonsense.
We must not fall for it.
CFGS staff have shown what not falling for it means. Say no.

Take no responsibility for the deficit. Unite and stand firm.
What will help them win? Solidarity. Other schools and
public services in Tower Hamlets must invite speakers
from CFGS, support them on their picket lines and, more
importantly, when they are faced with restructures and
cuts, follow suit using CFGS as a template for how to win.

Workers’ Liberty is a revolutionary socialist organisation active in
the British labour movement fighting for an alternative to capital-
ism and Stalinism based on common ownership, democracy and
workers’ control. Class Struggle is produced by our members, sup-
porters and friends who work in education in Tower Hamlets. To
get involved with producing the bulletin, or to take copies for your
workplace, email awl@workersliberty.org with the subject line
‘Tower Hamlets Class Struggle’.

Tower Hamlets

Central Foundation voices
“We have forced management to listen to us when

they just wanted to drive this thing through. You can
see why academies want to get rid of the unions”.

“We are the best organised school in the Borough.
They need to smash us up to do what they want else-
where. We are the NUM.”

“I don’t know what we would have done without
the reps. We would have been stuffed by now. They
have been absolutely brilliant and so brave”.
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Tower Hamlets

Teachers: organise to win —
support 16 June conference!
BByy  aa  TToowweerr  HHaammlleettss  tteeaacchheerr

A quick recap. A year ago it was announced that teachers
would need to work longer, pay more and when they fi-
nally do retire, get less than the not-very-gold-plated £10
000 pension we have been entitled to. 
In response to this attack, there have been two national

strike days in June and November 2011, followed by a re-
gional strike in London last month. Not surprisingly, many
members are feeling confused as to exactly what we are ex-
pecting to achieve with this strategy; one strike day every four
months doesn’t seem to be “fighting to win”. At the NUT’s
annual conference at Easter, delegates tried to submit an
amendment that laid out a fast-moving calendar of action,
both regional and national, that would show the government
we were serious about winning. This was ruled out of order. 
However, conference did vote for the executive to urgently

announce a calendar of action that was not dependent on the

actions of the NASUWT – it was the decision of conference
that we would take action with the NASUWT if possible, but
without them if necessary. At last week’s executive meeting,
no such calendar of action was announced; a decision on
whether we should strike for a day in June was postponed
until the next meeting on 10 May in order to protect on-going
talks with NASUWT, who have made clear their intention to
avoid taking action until the autumn, if at all. To many of us,
this stalling at the same time as we get a pay cut as pension
contributions rise, makes no sense. 
Following meetings attended by over 100 members at con-

ference, activists in the NUT are building a network of rank
and file teachers, under the banner of Local Associations for
Nation Action. The network is calling a conference to debate
and propose an alternative strategy to win the pensions dis-
pute and build a rank and file power within the union. 
Delegates from associations and observers from school
groups are invited to attend. 16 June 11:30 - 15:30 Quaker
Meeting House, 22 School Lane, Liverpool L1 3BT

Lesson observations “inconsistent and
punitive”
Teachers in Sir John Cass Secondary School have com-
plained of management bullying through the use of unfair
and punitive lesson observations and book checks. 
While some staff received notice for book checks and feed-

back from observations others have received none. What feed-
back was given was very critical and staff felt had a
“disciplinary tone” to it. 
The Head has mentioned that the need to “edge up our stan-

dards” is necessary to “secure everyone’s future” and that ‘be-
cause of timetabling restrictions, it is inevitable that not all staff
will be scrutinised equally.”

Clock-watching?
At Sir John Cass Secondary School, ID cards introduced for
student and staff “security” have turned out to be monitors on
staff attendance without staff or student consultation. 
All staff clock in and out and are penalised for being in school

less than 30 minutes before lessons. Many teachers already stay in
school three hours after last lesson and take their work home with
them; being punished for being a few minutes late is insulting.

More “free schools”?
Two new free schools are being proposed for Tower Hamlets,
one on Commercial Road (“Wapping High School”), and one
in Mile End that is aiming to provide specialist teaching for
children with dyslexia and other learning difficulties. 
Our first free school, Canary Wharf College, opened on the Isle

of Dogs last September. Despite often claiming to be non-selec-
tive, research published last week shows that 75% of free schools
have a lower number of children on free school meals than the
local average. 
Wapping High School’s prospective Trustees propose a three

form entry secondary school with small class sizes, longer school
days and a focus on personalised learning. In short, this is a pri-
vate school model for parents that want to opt out of the state sec-
tor. As free schools exist independently outside of all nationally
agreed terms and conditions for teachers and support staff, they
are able to compete financially within the “educational market-
place'” and therefore play a crucial role in the “race to the bot-
tom” of education workers' wages. 
A public meeting is being planned to be held in Tower

Hamlets in the next month to discuss these issues further. 


